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President’s Message

The Fellowship will have a Zoom meeting
each Sunday in November. You will be receiving the
information about how to log on to Zoom before the
meetings. The meetings start at 10:30.
We will also have Zoom brunch meetings
every Wednesday morning at 11:00.

Our Mission Statement

Nov. 1: “Dealing With Difficult People – A
Practical Perspective,”
Dedication to Psychologist John Kackley
Peter Simmons, PhD
Nov. 8: "Pilgrims Progress" A Discussion of
Recent Events in the UUA.
Rev. Kathleen D. Korb and
Rev. Bob Murphy

“Our mission is to follow/serve our highest
ideals by practicing and promoting free religion, in
order to make the world a better place and improve
ourselves.”
I was asked if I had a copy recently and I found
it within an hour in my old Fellowship files. I still
think it’s a pretty good mission statement for our
congregation.
So we will continue celebrate our free
religion* on Zoom till we can get back together
in body as well as spirit.
*Remembering that “free religion” is
not an economic concept.
Margaret Evans

Nov. 15: Donna Terrence
Nov. 22: - “The Man Who Sat on Ben”
A Thanksgiving Tale
Jeffrey Harper
Nov. 29: “An Immunologist’s Meanderings
Through the Pandemic”
Sofia Sarafova, PhD
Remember to Fall Back on October 31st!
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When I despair, I remember that all through
history, the way of truth and love has always won.
There have been murderers and tyrants, and for a
time they can seem invincible. But in the end they
always fall. Think of it, always.
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi
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BIRTHDAYS and ANNIVERSARIES
Nov. 12

David Parkinson

Nov. 26

Roy Delay

Nov. 24

Beth & Paul Marshall
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The ultimate sense of security will be when we
come to recognize that we are all part of one human
race. Our primary allegiance is to the human race and
not to one particular color or border. I think the sooner
we renounce the sanctity of these many identities and
try to identify ourselves with the human race the
sooner we will get a better world and a safer world.
Mohamed ElBaradei
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